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Introduction
Most mobile app developers would probably prefer to focus on building superior
software and avoid marketing altogether. Great products sell themselves anyway.
Right? Well, yes and no.
Quality engineering correlates well with revenue, referrals, and positive reviews,
but the mobile app marketplace is not always a meritocracy. Just ask the average
developer how they feel about the immediate success of the mobile game Kim

Kardashian: Hollywood .
Celebrity empires aside, the main hurdle facing aspiring app publishers is scarcity.
On the supply side, there is a relatively fixed amount of user attention available.
While the average smartphone owner uses 26 or 27 apps each month, the vast
majority of their engagement is devoted to five favorites.
On the demand side, there is a growing crowd of developers whose dreams depend
on securing some of that user attention for themselves. In Apple’s App Store alone,
more than 1,000 new apps are submitted to the marketplace every day.
User acquisition can no longer be treated as an assumed result in this competitive
climate. In reality, user acquisition has become an industry unto itself. And within that
industry, the average cost of acquiring a single loyal user now hovers around $4.00.
That figure does not need to be your fate, however. A carefully considered strategy
can send you a steady stream of active users without breaking the bank — and
that’s exactly what we’re here to help you with.
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Ch 1:
Positioning
Your
Product

“ We need
to talk about
something
important:
your business
plan.”

What’s the best way to pitch a TechCrunch reporter? Which
advertising platform delivers the strongest ROI? Who’s the best
celebrity spokesperson you could sign for less than $10,000?
Those are all fine questions, but not the ones you need to answer first. Instead,
we need to talk about something slightly less interesting but infinitely more
important: your business plan.

Deep within that document lies everything you need to form the foundation of
a successful user acquisition strategy.

Know Your Enemy
Every good story needs a villain. Without them, there would be no sinister
force for the hero to fight against. You may know your app is a hero at heart,
but until you call out a specific enemy to oppose, you won’t attract any
adoring fans to rally around its cause.
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Getting back to business plans, your arch enemy is the root of the problem(s) your
app solves. Busy schedules, complex processes, and limited access are just a few
of the more common foes that heroic apps aim to defeat.

=
Uber wages war on unpredictable taxi experiences. Evernote fights to eliminate
forgotten ideas. Yelp banishes the nightmare of not knowing where to get good
tacos at 11:00 PM in an unfamiliar city.

Some enemies are concrete and others are more abstract. All you need to worry
about is opposing one that a significant audience is interested in defeating.

Anticipate Your Audience
Imagine the first 1,000 people who will download your app. Aside from family,
friends, and co-workers, can you recognize any faces in the crowd? Probably
not. But you probably do have a hunch about where they came from and what
they value.

That hunch has no place in your business strategy, but it will put you on
the path toward something that does: user personas. These semi-fictional
narratives help sketch a more complete portrait of the people you primarily
expect to enjoy your app.
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We say semi-fictional because they should be born from market research and
verified by user behavior as it becomes available. But to get the conversation
started, answer these questions in as much detail as you can:

WORKSHEET 1: Anticipate Your Audience
Question

Your Answer(s)

How old are your
most likely users?

What is their educational/
professional background?

What are their
personal interests?

What are their
digital habits?

What would they like your
app to help them do?
(Hint: Conquer the enemies!)
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If you find that your audience is too broad to characterize in a single
persona, feel free to expand as necessary. Plenty of great apps attract a
diverse user base. At this point, though, three personas or fewer is usually
enough. Remember that you’ll continuously adapt your personas in response
to new data.

Clarify Your Solution
Now we’ve identified the enemy and the people at risk of feeling its wrath,
remind us again, what makes you their hero?

We’re sorry to be so blunt, but quiet confidence doesn’t work when you’re
just getting started. Competitors are already out there promising your
audience that they can save the day, and it’s your job to make it painfully
clear why you’re the only answer in town.

We’re sure you have many glowing attributes to advertise, but do your best
to boil them down to a single, simple, results-oriented statement. Not every
app needs to be explained as the Netflix of This or the Uber of That , but you
do need to speak in terms users value and understand.
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Dropbox, for example, could walk through dozens of distinct features users
might not know about. Instead, its homepage wisely greets users with a
powerfully simple slogan:

“Get to all your files from anywhere, on
any device, and share them with anyone.”

After confirming this unique value proposition, you should also detail the traits
that make you especially qualified to deliver it. Your app is much more likely to
join an existing market than create a new one. As a result, you need to reiterate
what assets you have that would make your competitors jealous.

Is the content inside your app exceptionally exclusive? Is the UX radically
rewarding? Is the list of supported integrations unimaginably immense?
Whatever the case may be, keep this list of leverage points close by.

Plot Your Revenue
Profit is a simple equation of revenue minus expenses, but you’d better have a
detailed plan for each.

Let’s start with the fun stuff first: How will your app make money? Paid
download/subscriptions, freemium, or ad-driven monetization models can
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all be valid ways to build your revenue stream, but each will require different
contributions from your user acquisition strategy.

Paid Download / Subscriptions
Ulysses Mobile, for example, is listed on the App Store for an almost unheard
of $24.99. With so many inexpensive alternatives available, the success of this
text editing app hinges entirely on its ability to convince users to pay before

they play.

As a result, its publisher decided that producing a high-definition teaser video
and gathering influencer endorsements was worth the upfront investment. That
wager has since paid serious dividends, including a Top-10 ranking on the list of
highest-grossing iOS apps.

Freemiums
Freemium apps, on the other hand, have the benefit of letting their actual user
experience do more of the selling. But their user acquisition strategies still
need to highlight the reasons why free users should consider converting into
premium customers.

Angry Birds, for example, lets users enjoy the game’s first few levels before
requiring a paid upgrade to unlock the full experience. Similarly, the social
media management app HootSuite lets individual users enjoy limited
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functionality for free and expects corporate teams to pay a premium for
unrestricted access to a more complete suite of tools. As a result, freemium
apps can tolerate more gradual success and may not need such heavy upfront
investments into acquisition.

Free Apps
Lastly, free apps make their complete user experience available at the start.
This strategy definitely reduces the barriers to download, but it significantly

increases the importance of retention in driving revenue. Free apps that
struggle to sustain user engagement — whether in individual sessions or
over time — will have fewer opportunities to serve advertisements and fewer
options for monetizing their audience in more creative ways.

Many free apps leverage development tricks as a user acquisition tactic, like
prompting their most engaged users to refer friends or write a review. Others
rely heavily on advanced marketing tactics like influencer outreach and media
buys to get their app in front of the right users in the first place. In any case,
you can be certain that free apps still require significant sweat and/or financial
equity to get an effective user acquisition strategy off the ground.

Understand Your Costs
The other half of your profit equation is the app’s overall cost structure. It’s
safe to say that your time and money are finite resources, so you’ll want to
know exactly how much of each can be reserved for a user acquisition budget.
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Whether you’re a bootstrapped startup or established business, some of the
more common cost factors you need to account for include:

•
•
•
•
•

User Interface (UI) and User Experience (UX) Design
Backend Development
Mobile
External Integrations (APIs, eCommerce, etc)
Data Storage (Tip: Cloud hosts like AWS will often

incentive you with free credits to start)

•
•

Routine Maintenance
App Store Fees (Registration, Revenue Sharing, etc.)

Some of those investments can be paid in time or money, but they all need
to be quantified in some form. Only after performing these calculations will
we know what kind of budget and bandwidth you have left to fund user
acquisition.
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Your App Business Bible
Your
Solution
(ex. Fast & functional
home workouts)

Target
Problem

Ideal
Users

(ex. Going to the

(ex. Health-conscious

gym is miserable)

business pros)

Revenue
Model

One-Sentence
Summary

(ex. Freemium; premium

(ex. Fast, fun, effective

upgrade unlocks
progress tracking
tools)

Cost
Structure
(ex. Partnership

fitness system that
you’ll actually
stick to.)

with medical/fitness
expert, basic dev, video
hosting, etc.)
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Ch 2:
User
Acquisition
Essentials

“ Organic app
store searches
generate 67% of
all mobile app
downloads.”

Now that we know your business plan inside and out, we can
finally get our hands dirty and start laying the foundation to
a successful user acquisition strategy.
In later chapters, you’ll have plenty of freedom to pick and choose tactics
that make the most sense for your business. But in this chapter, the practices
we’re about to discuss need to be adopted no matter who you are.

7 in 10 App Downloads Start Here
New app promotion options emerge every day, but they’ll never trump the
importance of app store optimization (ASO).

Organic app store searches generate 67% of all mobile app downloads. And
even when users are initially motivated by an advertisement instead, 51% still
reference app store profiles before making a final decision.
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With those numbers in mind, you need to assume that the vast majority of
users will scan your profile prior to download regardless of how they discover
you. So which ASO factors carry the most weight?

1. Keywords
ASO is a lot like SEO. Just like search engines, app stores sort their inventory
by category and keyword to better connect curious users to relevant
solutions. In the case of Android, Google Play is actually governed by much of
the same semantic technology as Google Search. Meanwhile in iTunes, Apple
encourages app publishers to fill a dedicated keyword section within their
profiles.

Take a look through the enemies, solutions, and features you outlined in
Chapter 1 before building your keyword list. Rephrase them in a way that users
will actually type them and you’ll be off to a strong start.

If you’re still struggling for ideas, use tools like Google Keyword Planner or
keywordtool.io to get the creative juices flowing.

2. Title
Practical beats clever. Early users won’t necessarily look for your app by name,
so it’s important to craft a title that includes some of the keywords they will
be searching for.

The name Pandora, for example, could be associated with any product. But
the app store title of Pandora - Free Music & Radio lets music lovers know
they’re in the right place.
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App titles are limited to 30 characters in Google Play while Apple allows 255
characters. In each case, letting your most important keywords lead is a good
idea. But if you’re publishing an iOS app, take advantage of the character
surplus and sprinkle in a few secondary and/or long-tail keywords as well.

3. Description
App store description fields give writers much more real estate, but you still
need to prioritize your approach.

Google Play gives you 80 characters for a short description and 4,000 for
a full description. Additionally, the first 167 characters of the full description
will form the meta description to your app’s website. Be sure your primary
keywords make a cameo in each section.

The App Store gives you 4,000 characters for the full description in addition
to 100 characters for keywords. The keyword field is invisible to users,
however, so no need to worry about grammar there. List as many relevant
keywords as you can without repeating those already included in your app
title.

4. Icon
Choose simple over complex and think logos over images. A fraction of a
smartphone screen is not the platform for your most intricate visual ideas (it’s
probably not even the platform for words).

The most effective icons take advantage of contrasting colors, like the red and
white of YouTube and Gmail or the green and black of Spotify and Evernote.
Depending on what feeling you want your brand to inspire, you can also
research the world of color psychology as well.
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The reds used by Seamless and Yelp,
for instance, are designed to inspire
hunger. The blues used by Facebook
and The Weather Channel are meant
to instill a sense of trust. The yellows
used by Snapchat and Expedia are
used to communicate energy and
playfulness.

If you find yourself stuck between
a few favorites, you can always
let the data decide. Set up an

Yellow: Optimism, clarity, warmth
Orange: Friendly, cheerful, confident
Red: Excitement, youthful, bold
purple: Creative, imaginative, wise

inexpensive display ad campaign

blue: Trust, dependable, strength

through AdWords, Facebook or

Green: Peaceful, growth, health

Twitter and let the best click thru

Grey: Balance, neutral, calm

rate be the judge.

Source:
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/233843
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6. Screenshots
Visuals communicate your user experience in ways even your best wordsmith
cannot. That’s probably why most marketplaces list screenshots above
descriptions within app profiles.

The one clear rule for selecting screenshots is to order them by priority, not
chronology. A login screen may be the first visual that actual app users will
see, but (let’s hope) that’s not your biggest selling point. Instead, a casual
browser is much more likely to be convinced by a screenshot of a common
dashboard or unique action sequence.

Do you think joggers are
more interested in seeing
how Runkeeper lets them
sign up with Facebook,
or how the app charts
fitness progress? Judging
by the app store profile,
Runkeeper wisely bet on
the latter.

Lastly, don’t forget to draft some quick narrative text for each screen in case
your visual story is not immediately clear to each viewer.

7. Preview Video
If your monetization model relies on paid downloads or premium subscribers,
this is definitely the place to ratchet up the production value and add some
extra shine. But even if your “studio” includes nothing more than a laptop and
smartphone, preview videos are a priority.
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The first thing to do is set up some creative restrictions that will sharpen
your focus:

30 Seconds or Less
Google Play technically approves videos up to 120
seconds long, but considering the attention span of
mobile consumers, anything beyond 30 seconds needs
to be justified with something extraordinary.

5 Features or Fewer
Decide what users absolutely need to see and structure
your story around those elements.

75 Words or Less
This isn’t a webinar; keep your voiceover artist on a
tight script.

All the inspiration you need can be found throughout the rest of your app
store profile, but make sure your video offers an original perspective. Take
advantage of the medium and teach your audience something they can’t
learn staring at a static screenshot.

Two ASO Caveats
Before moving on from the app store, we need to quickly address two rules
that should inform your approach to the previous six items.
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The first rule is to learn the customs of your host. Each marketplace maintains
its own unique regulations on what can be submitted and how it will be listed.
Apple’s App Store approval process is notoriously thorough, for example,
while Google Play offers fewer promotional perks. For each platform you plan
to target, take the time to learn what you need to get in the door and what
you need to do to climb the rankings.

The second rule is to A/B test whenever possible. Testing titles, keywords,
and logo concepts within AdWords, for example, is an excellent way to solicit
feedback while your app is still under development. After it’s released, you
might also consider updating screenshots and videos to see if that improves
your app store conversion rate. The only thing you cannot casually change
after release, of course, is the title of the app itself.

Start The Presses!
You’ve developed a magnificent product, and now it has a magnificent app
store profile to match. But the thing is, it’s much easier for users to recognize
a magnificent app when someone other than the developer is the one
describing just how magnificent it is.

When that special someone happens to hold press credentials, you could have
the key to a flood of new downloads. There are no guarantees when it comes
to winning press coverage, of course, but there is at least one element that’s
entirely under your control. You can make their job significantly easier by
creating a clear press kit.
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All you have to do is include the contents described below:

App Description
Write a one-sentence summary that anyone can
understand as well as an expanded version with key
details discerning users would want to know.

Screenshots, Preview Videos & Photos
Offer readers a visual walk-through and add some
context by including a few pics of users in action.

App Icon & Company Logo
Include a variety of sizes, resolutions, and colors. You
don’t want your brand identity left up to somebody
else’s amateur Photoshop skills.

Tech Specs
List release date, supported platforms, languages, etc.

Contact Info
Offer the phone and email of an attentive and
informed teammate.

Bonus Material
Go the extra mile by supplying quotes, FAQ sheets, or
another unexpected asset.
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Once you have everything compiled, be sure to copy your press kit into
various convenient file formats and host them all on a dedicated page of your
website. Finally, assemble a list of industry influencers and reporters who may
be interested and see if you can start a conversion leading up to launch day.
Keep in mind that reporters field dozens of pitches every day, so it’s important
that you research specific media outlets beforehand and understand the types
of stories they publish and topics that they cover.

There’s no secret to a perfect pitch, but helpful tips include keeping it brief
and offering the reporter an exclusive opportunity to “break” the news.
Give the reporter a deadline (48 hours) to respond regarding the exclusive
interview opportunity, and then if you don’t hear back in time, move down the
list to the next reporter.

It also helps when you do a bit of research on the reporter beforehand. For
example, if they recently wrote an interesting article on a healthcare app, be
sure and reference that story in your greeting. It will show that you’re paying
attention to their work, not just asking them for coverage.

Engage Your Email List
Email may not be the most inspiring or innovative channel, but it’s one that
can consistently build user communities before and after your app launches.

If you’re an established business, maybe you already have a healthy
database of contacts who have opted into your email programs. If you’re a
bootstrapping software startup, set up a simple subscription form on your
website encouraging visitors to register for exclusive previews and updates.
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Whether it contains 40 contacts or 40,000, this
is the email list you’ll want to work first in the

“ Email can

days leading up to launch. Even if recipients

consistently build

are not immediately interested in your app,

user communities

message open rates for this group should
be fairly high compared to any influencer

before and after

outreach. As a result, referral mechanisms

your app

embedded in the message can still become

launches.”

a fruitful source of conversions.

Once your app is live, you can start developing email campaigns for different
user segments. One series could be dedicated to in-depth analysis and
tutorials around features that new users might not immediately appreciate.
Another series could be dedicated to re-engaging users after a specific
duration of inactivity.

Whichever form your message ultimately takes, emails should focus on
educating users, inspiring loyalty, and encouraging community building.

Create Social Media Communities
Social media may be the least predictable user acquisition channel of all, but
it has an unparalleled ability to trigger viral growth. As a result, you need to
establish a presence early and monitor it often. The platforms you choose will
vary depending on which ones your audience favors, but your basic brand and
product story must remain consistent throughout.
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As with email, social media is an excellent way to start fueling interest before
your product even launches. It’s the perfect platform for updating followers
on your development progress and sharing multi-media previews. Unlike email,
however, it’s fairly easy to identify and connect with important influencers.
Just make sure you have something valuable to share before you do.

You should be most attentive to these channels
in the days prior to and immediately after
launch. Confusion and disappointment can
spread just as quickly as approval and
endorsement in this arena, so staff your
social media controls with teammates
who can quickly and calmly resolve
issues. The momentum of every interaction

“ Social media
has an unparalleled
ability to trigger
viral growth. .”

is amplified when your communications are
effectively public record.

That’s not to say you should only plan for preventing scandals, however.
On the contrary, you should be prepared to aggressively share your best
stories via social media. Whether it’s an ingenious user who discovered an
unexpected application for your product or an industry leader expressing
their approval, social proof can be a very powerful marketing tool.
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Ch 3:
Advanced
User
Acquisition
on a Budget

“ Pick and
choose which
strategies match
your time, budget,
and talent
profiles.”

Consider the blueprint discussed in Chapter 2 your entrance fee
to the real mobile app marketplace. It lets you bypass a long line
of pretenders and open the door to a more exclusive club. Once
inside, however, additional investments will be required to attract
VIP attention.
The good news is not all investments need to be monetary. Subtle development
tricks and savvy marketing strategies can serve as alternative currencies for
anyone willing to put in the time.

Whether you’re a cash-strapped startup or simply a budget-conscious company,
the following techniques are all worth a look. But there will be no more blueprints
from here on out. At this stage of the game, you need to pick and choose which
strategies match your time, budget, and talent profiles.
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Build a Better Welcome Mat
First impressions are shaped in an instant in the digital world. Approximately
one out of every five users will abandon an app after just one visit, so your
onboarding experience needs to be flawless.

If you do require immediate user registration, your first priority is making it
unavoidably easy for users to sign up and sign into your app. That means
dropping unnecessary buttons, text, and form fields in favor of faster
alternatives like one-tap social sign-on.

Continuing with the theme of simplicity, limit user choice early on and present
only a few clear options for how to proceed. Embedding a brief, three-tofive screen tutorial is a great way to remind users of what your primary value
proposition is and how they can access it.

If you really do need to include more elaborate onboarding elements, consider
employing gamification elements that reward users for their attention and
interaction.

The investment app Wealthfront, for example, requires users to answer a
series of screening questions in order to provide a more relevant, personalized
experience moving forward. To make this process less painful, the app focuses
on multiple-choice questions and displays a progress bar that reassures users
that they’re nearing a finish line.

Make Referrals Easy
When people say that an app “went viral,” what they really mean is that an
app “experienced rapid user growth as a result of word-of-mouth marketing.”
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“

“

Two-word explanations are better than 12-word explanations, so it’s understandable why the first phrase took off. But it’s important to acknowledge
what the second phrase is saying:

“Virality is not a random, mysterious occurrence. In reality,
it’s as quantifiable as any other marketing attribute.”

The most obvious viral metric to start with is referrals. According to Facebook,
referrals from friends or family are responsible for 36% of all app discoveries. As
a developer, there are several reliable ways to get your users in a giving mood:

Social Sign-In
App activity can be shared in social media feeds, raising
your brand awareness within your user’s networks.

Social Sharing Icons
Less intrusive than social sign-in, but also a great way
for users to selectively share their app accomplishments
and activities with friends and family.

Direct Invites
Messages received via text or email from a close
contact tend to have higher authority and are often
more convincing.

Incentivized Referrals
Discount codes or similar freebies provide users
with a clear and immediate value in exchange for
their app advocacy.
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By baking these mechanisms into the fabric of app functionality you can
effectively recruit an army of marketers with little to no monetary investment.
Just make sure users actually have a chance to explore and enjoy your app
first. Otherwise, greedy referral requests could send users running in the
opposite direction.

Don’t Be Shy About Reviews
Ratings are a primary variable in app store ranking algorithms, and they also
happen to be where most users first look when scanning their search results.
This can be great news for underdog developers.

No matter how much name recognition or financial resources your competition has working in their favor, they still need to put out a quality product.
If they don’t, they’ll risk drowning in a flood of one- and two-star reviews.

The sentiment of app user reviews isn’t
the only factor here, however. In fact,
growing evidence suggests that the

volume of reviews may ultimately be
more important. But regardless of
whether ranking algorithms can ever
be fully understood, a healthy number
of positive reviews can only be good
for business.

“ Growing
evidence suggests
that the volume of
app user reviews may
ultimately be more
important than the
sentiment .”
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The trouble is, the average app user has little interest in submitting any app
reviews. In fact, approximately two-thirds of apps sitting in the iTunes Store
have failed to attract a single one. So consider it your responsibility to start
the conversation.

There are plenty of options out there for how to style your message, but how
you prompt users is far more important.

A few of the golden rules for in-app pop-ups include:

DO let users explore the app before requesting any
favors (> 5 sessions).

DON’T interrupt users in the middle of an activity.

DO capitalize on satisfying moments like task completion.

DON’T talk like a robot or badger like a spammer.

DO provide clear and simple options for users to select.

Among a certain portion of mobile app users, however, anything resembling
a traditional rating request will automatically be dismissed. As a result, more
publishers are prioritizing user feedback loops instead.
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Media app Circa News, for example, seeks reviews by initially asking users
if they are enjoying their experience. If the user replies positively, only then
are they asked to rate the app. If the user replies negatively, they are asked
whether they would be willing to submit feedback to Circa instead.

This is brilliant in two ways. First, the decision flow makes it easy for happy
users to write app store reviews and harder for disappointed users to do
the same. Second, it gives Circa an opportunity to rescue bad experiences
while simultaneously gaining perspective that will help prevent future
disappointments.

Target Digital Hotspots
Some days, the fisherman pulls one net into shore and is blessed with a
bounty. Some days, he needs five nets to secure his daily catch. Other days,
he needs to wade into the water with a spear just to fill his dinner plate.

A smart user acquisition plan accounts for that last strategy as well as the
first two.

You can’t always sit back and wait for your inbound nets to fill up. Like the
hungry fisherman, you need to proactively go to the places you know your
fish are swimming.

The specific digital watering holes you choose will vary depending on your
audience demographics and interests, but here are a few destinations any
app developer would be wise to consider:
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BetaList
Submit your app to get valuable feedback from early adopters,
fellow founders, and experienced investors.

AngelList
Announce your app to an audience of venture capitalist veterans
who carefully curate a list of trending tech startups.

Startup Digest
Get your name in this insider newsletter and it will start
echoing in all the right places.
Quora
Share your expertise and boost brand recognition by consistently
answering burning questions in your target industry.

Slideshare
Increase authority by sharing your knowledge on a presentation
platform that attracts 70 million global users.

HARO
Help journalists in need of industry sources and get free press in
the process.

Product Hunt
Get featured by this tech tastemaker and never worry about
awareness again.
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The destinations and directories vary on price, authority, and admission
requirements, so it’s often best to hedge your bets on a few different options.
The good news is you already have all the bait you need. Take a look at the
assets in your Press Kit and simply adapt your pitch or presentation to the
customs of the platform.

Log Off, Meet Up
We also need to talk about perhaps the most important litmus test for your
user acquisition skills: real-world events.

Yes. Even in our decidedly digital industry, making offline connections still
matters. There’s no substitute for assembling a live audience and illustrating
the magic of your app in the moment.

Taking a look back at your user personas
will give you an idea of where your audience
spends their time. If there’s a relevant
industry event they flock to, mark it on your
calendar. If there’s a local business that
seems like a fit, propose something fun for

“ Making
offline
connections
still matters.”

the two of you to sponsor.

If all else fails, you’ll surely be able to find
an entrepreneur and/or tech developer meetup group in your area. Even if the
attendees don’t fit your ideal user profile, they’ll still be happy to share their
candid opinions with fellow creators.
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Get In With The Influencers
Some days, that fisherman we talked about earlier gets tired of exerting
so much effort and starts thinking about even more efficient methods of
cornering the market. Then eventually a brilliant idea hits him: study the big
fish that everyone else in the bay seems to follow.

For you, his app publishing counterpart, that means identifying and building
relationships with a few of the influencers in your niche. Social media will be
instrumental in each task.

Shares, favorites, and follower counts are the easiest indicators of who
exactly you should start studying, but tools like BuzzSumo and MuckRack
can help if you’re struggling to build a list. Once you have some key players
in view, study their habits for a week just to see what you find.

What do they post? Who do they reply to? When are they most active? If
you look closely, these “tribal leaders” can clue you into exactly what your
broader target audience is currently thinking about.

After you’re fairly confident that you understand their customs, it’s time
to make contact. It could be something as simple as a blog comment or a
Twitter mention. Just do yourself a favor and keep your sales pitch on the
shelf for now.

Only after you’re consistently making small but meaningful contributions to
the conversation can you think about taking things to the next level.
Go ahead and pitch them an exclusive preview of your app and see if they
would be willing to provide their feedback. There are no guarantees that
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anyone will take the bait, but don’t let that stop you. You need to give before
you can get.
If there is genuine interest on their part, follow up as quickly as you can.
Even if all they offer is their private opinion, you’ll still gain valuable insights
that could inform future strategies. And if they are excited enough to make a
public endorsement, your acquisition net just might overflow.

Start Your Content Marketing Engine
Most of the tactics listed above are designed to deliver results quickly or not
at all. But in between placing bets on potential big wins, you also need to play
the long game.
For the budget-conscious app publisher, that means much of your most
abundant resource (pronounced: “time”) should be spent creating valuable
content for users. It designed appropriately, this content can:

Increase acquisition rates by boosting SEO rankings.

Increase conversion rates by addressing user problems
and previewing solutions.

Increase referral rates by inspiring social media shares.

Increase retention rates by educating users on
advanced features.
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Before you start publishing, however, the first thing to do is refer back to all
the audience insights you’ve already gathered. The problems, frustrations,
opinions, and experiences you see in that stream of notes should dictate your
topic selection. Your app’s feature list should not.

infographics or straightforward blogs,
your content should look more like a
mirror than a product manual. It should
reflect user priorities back onto the
audience and bring practical solutions
into focus.

“ For the
budget-conscious
app publisher, much
of your time should
be spent creating
valuable content
for users.

“

Whether you elect to publish elaborate

Another “hidden” perk of consistently publishing content is that it gives you
the portfolio to win guest blogging opportunities and the pedigree to pitch
influencers with confidence.

When social media management app Buffer was initially struggling to break
through in a crowded space, the founders committed to publishing nearly
150 guest posts across a range of relevant industry blogs. Nine months after
beginning that initiative, 100,000 users were acquired as a direct result.
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“ This is one
arena where you
quite literally
cannot afford to
learn on the
job.”

You need to spend money to make money. Everyone knows
that. But what you (and all your financial backers) really want
to know is where you should spend it.
There’s no shortage of advertising platforms that are eager to amplify your
app awareness for a fee. The trouble is, this is one arena where you quite
literally cannot afford to learn on the job. So let’s take a look through a few
of the smartest investment choices you can make for your user acquisition
portfolio.

Make Friends With Facebook
With approximately 1.6 billion monthly active users, it’s safe to say your ideal
app users live somewhere within the world’s largest social network. Luckily,
you don’t need to go door-to-door making introductions. Facebook’s
extensive targeting features help you instantly identify and approach even
the most remote digital tribes.
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While some ad platforms only account for basic demographics, Facebook is
uniquely positioned to help you segment audiences by:

Social Traits
Relationship status, Education history,
Current employer

Affinities
Listed interests, Page likes, Offline purchases

Connections
Mutual friends (who may have already interacted
with your brand)

Another excellent feature to explore is Lookalike Audiences. By sharing details
about your current contacts, Facebook can do what it does best and use that
data to identify profiles you might not initially think to target. This data can
come from email lists, website traffic reports, or your Facebook Page fans.

As a result of the hyper-relevant ad campaigns you can create, users acquired
through Facebook often represent your most qualified segment. According to
one study, the average conversion rate can be 11x higher on Facebook than with
comparable banner and video ad campaigns.

Higher quality typically means higher prices, however, so you’ll need to keep a
careful eye on your campaign budgets. The same study revealed that Facebook’s
average cost-per-click was 10x higher.
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Get Close With Google
AdWords has effectively served as a second home to online marketers for more
than 15 years, and the classic platform has adapted nicely to the mobile age.

Paid search campaigns continue to deliver qualified traffic at respectable rates,
and they can be instantly scaled up or down in response to your budget realities.

This channel also extends the value of the early work you did optimizing your
app store profile, as many of the same keywords will fill your ad and landing
page copy.

As you might expect, Google has a hand in delivering more than just traditional
web-based traffic. Its 2009 acquisition of AdMob ensured it would also have a
say in how mobile apps are advertised within other mobile apps.

Promoting your apps within the AdMob network gives you access to Android’s
massive user base, in addition to iOS users as well. If you are focusing solely
on an iOS audience (initially or permanently), Apple’s iAd network may also be
worth considering.

Take To Twitter
Twitter may be trailing Google and Facebook when it comes to finding the right
formula for ad revenue, but it does have several unique capabilities.

Similar to Facebook, Twitter has a very intimate perspective on what its users
are interested in and talking about. But Twitter’s dedicated App Install Card adds
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a new wrinkle to ad design. The card automatically pulls in your user ratings
and prompts viewers with a convenient one-click “Install” or “Open” button.

Take Advantage of Alternative Networks
Facebook, Google, and Twitter attract the bulk of attention for good reason,
but supplementing your strategy with specialized networks could add
significant value to your marketing mix.
Staying within the social media world for a moment, Snapchat and Instagram
are gradually getting their advertising strategies in order.
Snapchat rolled out its first app-install
campaign in early 2016, helping the mobile
game Cookie Jam repurpose a broadcast

“ Snapchat

TV campaign into a 30-second video ad

is committed

on iHeart Radio’s (Snapchat) Discover
channel. Snapchat’s campaign targeting
and reporting features may never match
the likes of Facebook and Google, but the

to building an
advertiser-friendly
reputation.”

company is certainly committed to building
an advertiser-friendly reputation.
Instagram, on the other hand, may not have to search as far for success. Its
parent company, Facebook, has clearly figured out the mobile advertising arena.
And after testing a few pilot programs throughout 2015, the photo app seems
ready to move forward with a broader advertising push. In fact, eMarketer
analysts are expecting Instagram to pass Google and Twitter in terms of mobile
display ad revenue by 2017.
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As these household names jockey for position at the very top of the
leaderboard, other worthy advertising channels are competing instead on
niche interests and capabilities.

If you’re developing a mobile game, for example, Chartboost will be your best
friend. This games-only platform offers free cross-promotion and a variety
of innovative ad formats that promote superior UX. As a result, Chartboost
subscribers can feel confident that they’re working with a partner who truly
understands what gamers want and how game developers can profit.

If you’re targeting a general app audience, names like Millennial Media,
Tapjoy and Flurry should also be on your radar. In addition to their mobilefirst advertising functions, these platforms also offer complementary app
monetization and engagement solutions that could continue to drive value
long after launch.

Consider Incentivized Installs With Caution
Once you’ve identified the most promising

the mechanics of how your message is
presented. Most importantly, will you give
users an extra incentive to engage?

The natural instinct is to answer yes.
Incentives drive behavior, and your app needs
downloads. But when users are acquired as a

“ Marketer

analysts are
expecting Instagram
to pass Google and
Twitter in terms
of mobile display
ad revenue
by 2017.

“

channels to partner with, you need to consider
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result of an incentivized install, how do you know if they’re casting a vote for
your product or casting a vote for your incentive?

Say you’re cross-promoting your app in a mobile game that gives players
extra lives in exchange for ad views and downloads. What’s to stop that user
from immediately deleting your app once they’re finished playing with the one
they’re actually interested in?

With that in mind, the decision to employ

decision to
employ incentivized
installsis really
a question of
retention.

incentivized installs is really a question of
retention. If you’re looking for loyal users
with a significant lifetime value, incentivized
installs probably aren’t the answer. But if
20,000 downloads in a week can bump your
brand awareness up to Top-10 status in your
app category, maybe that’s the best way to
reach your long-term audience.

“

“ The

Whatever the case may be, understand that incentivized installs are a highcost, low-quality traffic channel. At a certain point, your app will have to
deliver organic value to at least a few audience segments to succeed.
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A Soft
Launch
Could Save
The Day

“ The same agile
philosophy that
drives successful
app development
processes can also
be applied to user
acquisition.”

Now that you have a broader perspective on which user
acquisition tactics you could use, how do you know which
ones you should choose?
Honest answer? You don’t. But arriving at the right decision could be easier
than you think.

The same agile philosophy that drives successful app development processes
can also be applied to user acquisition.
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Soft Launches Explained
In some ways, a soft launch is the app marketer’s equivalent to the app
developer’s sprint. Each is executed within a brief, predetermined time period
that’s set up to safely test ideas and quickly generate feedback that can
inspire future improvements.

But while the app developer may navigate many sprints, the app marketer
will only run a single soft launch. In order to gather valid feedback on app
discovery and interaction trends, you’ll need to place your app in front of a
significant number of real users. And you only get one chance to make a first
impression.

Launching straight to your target audience, however, would leave you with
little opportunity to change those initial impressions. Soft launching solves this
issue by presenting your app to an analogous audience. If your primary target
audience is in the United States, for example, your soft launch might quietly
test your app in Canada, England, or Australia.

What A Soft Launch Can Say
These limited campaigns can reveal powerful insights on strategic elements
both big and small. At the more granular level, you’ll discover data-based
answers to questions like:
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What’s the most popular user acquisition channel?

Which advertising platform delivered the highest
clickthrough rate?

Which advertising platform produced the lowest
cost-per-install rate?

Which app screens attracted the most engagement?

How frequently did the average user return to
your app?

What was the average revenue per user?

After a thoughtful analysis of these baseline metrics, you’ll be better
positioned to answer big questions like:
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Is there a clear audience who appreciates your app’s
unique value proposition?

Which acquisition channels deliver the strongest
return on investment?

How does the typical user navigate through your app?

Is your monetization model effectively capitalizing
on user engagement?

When, where, and why does user engagement
disappear?

You many not exit the soft launch holding all of these answers, but you’ll
certainly know more than you did in the weeks leading up to the campaign.

Your soft launch could be a vital insurance policy against debuting an app
that’s not yet ready for primetime, or it could give you even greater confidence
that your idea is ready to transform the mass market. Either way, you’ll be glad
you took the time.
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Final Thoughts
If you’ve learned nothing else from the preceding pages, we would hope
it’s that user acquisition cannot be an afterthought to app development.
The mobile marketplace is too competitive for you to stumble into and
expect results.

Success requires demonstrating clear
value and projecting product-market fit.

Success requires inventing original stories
and understanding distribution platforms.

Success requires building genuine relationships
and optimizing media purchases.

But success does not necessarily require taking on every one of those
tasks yourself.

By consulting with experienced user acquisition specialists instead, you’ll
eliminate expensive learning curves while preserving energy to focus on all
the activities that have made you successful so far.
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Intellectsoft
Intellectsoft develops, markets, and maintains mobile applications for clients
counting on measurable business results. From building mobile app business
models to engineering advanced functionality, Intellectsoft has the tools and
the teams to deliver software solutions that inspire user loyalty.

Since 2007, Intellectsoft has been at the center of success stories for clients
including Harley-Davidson, Guinness, Universal Pictures, Eurostar and Ernst
& Young. Today the company maintains its global presence with offices
across seven global cities, including Palo Alto, New York, London, and Minsk.
For more information, please visit http://www.intellectsoft.net.
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